FAQs for Study in Greece
1.How do I get a student visa for Greece?
·For Getting student visa for Greece, You need to follow below steps :
Step 1: Provide the documents for university and apply for admission.
Step 2: Student will get conditional offer letter within 4-5 working days.
Step 3: Student needs to pay Tuition fees of 1st semester in the university account.
Step 4: After that student receives unconditional offer letter.
Step 5: After that student need to prepare the Visa ﬁle with PCC apostilled and last degree
certiﬁcate apostilled and once visa ﬁle is ready student need to book appointment at Global Visa
Center World at any of the centers in India- http://in-gr.gvcworld.eu/contact-us.
Step 6: During visa ﬁle submission at GVCW, student will be guided for medical test at the
below Hospital:
Helvetia Diagnostics &amp; Healthcare
Address:- B–2 Greater Kailash, Part 1, New Delhi, Delhi 110048
Tel:- 9811444469, 011-46566999
Step 7: At the time of visa ﬁle submission certain questions will be asked to the student and
if needed than the further interview, appointment will be scheduled at Delhi Embassy.
Step 8: After clearing the interview student will get the Visa stamp and can book the ﬂight
accordingly.
2.How much is Greece visa fee?
·Visa fees for Student visa in Greece is around 4500 INR.
3.Do Indian citizens need visa for Greece?
·Yes, Indian student need Visa to study in Greece.
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4.How much does it cost to study in Greece?
·Many of the universities allow student to apply for visa and travel to Greece after paying First
semester Fees. Rest of the fees can be paid at the time of starting of each semester. Fees of ﬁrst
semester starts from around 3000 Euros and living cost in Greece is about 500-800 Euros/ Month.
5.What are the Top programs to study in Greece?
·Universities in Greece have programs for all Science and commerce related streams but as it is
a tourist destination, courses related to tourism and hospitality are much into demand.
6.Is Course taught in English at Greece?
·At Greece many of the University teaches in English.
7.How long does it take to get a student visa to Greece?
·After having your medical test and embassy interview, you will be getting visa result within
15 working days.
8.Can international students work in Greece?
·However, many jobs are available for foreign students who wish to work and employment can be
found almost everywhere in Greece in the cities, the countryside and even the islands. In order to
ﬁnd work, a student needs to consult university staff and/or job agencies in order to book jobs
during the summer breaks.
9.Can I work and study in Greece?
·In Greece, a student can work up to 20 Hours during study period, while during vacation period
one can work up to 40 Hours in Week.
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10.Is Greece a good place to study abroad?
·If you love the sun, Greece is perfect for you
·Many top graduate business schools in Europe are located in the historic capital of Athens
·Greece is increasingly becoming one of the most popular places to study in. The country has
around 24 universities, amongst them, a few have even made it to the top 1000 universities by
the Times Higher Education World Rankings
·The tuition fees are very low and that is the main attraction for student.
·Greece is an amazing tourist destination for those of you who love water sports, spending time
at the beach, and sunbath. There are also plenty of sights to visit across the country, starting from
the Temple of Olympian Zeus, the Parthenon, the Acropolis, and Mount Olympus.
·To know more about country, you can even visit https://www.edugoabroad.com/study-in-greece/
11.What should I pack for Greece?
·
12.Job opportunities in Greece?
·There are many job opportunities in Greece and especially as it as tourist destination,
job opportunities related to business and hospitality are very much available.
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